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Abstract

frequency-domain [6, 7], which gives a set of instantaneous
mixtures, each of which correspond to one frequency bin. The
other class of approaches works in the time-domain [8, 9] as
well as the method considered in this paper.
The objective of BSS is to retrieve the original signals in
the form
m L−1


si (n) =
wij (τ )xj (n − τ ),
(2)

We propose an improved time-domain Blind Source Separation method and apply it to speech signal enhancement using
multiple microphone recordings. The improvement consists in
utilization of fuzzy clustering instead of a hard one, which is
verified by experiments where real-world mixtures of two audio signals are separated from two microphones. Performance
of the method is demonstrated by recognizing mixed and separated utterances from the Czech part of the European broadcast
news database using our Czech LVCSR system. The separation
allows significantly better recognition, e.g., by 32% when the
jammer signal is a Gaussian noise and the input signal-to-noise
ratio is 10dB.
Index Terms: Blind Source Separation, Independent Component Analysis, Speech Enhancement, Cluster Analysis

j=1 τ =0

where wij are the separation filters to be estimated, and L is
their length. In ICA, this means to estimate wij s such that the
separated signals s1 (n), . . . , sd (n) are as much independent as
possible. However, there is ambiguity in the solution of the
problem, because si (n) may be arbitrarily filtered version of
si (n). Therefore, we aim at estimating responses of the original
sources at microphones. For the kth original source and the ith
microphone, the response is

1. Introduction

xi (n) =

ij
d M



hij (τ )sj (n − τ ),

i = 1, . . . , m,

ski (n) =

hij (τ )sk (n − τ ).

(3)

τ =0

2. Time-domain Audio BSS
In this section, we briefly describe the audio BSS method from
[1] that is subject to our further improvement. The algorithm
consists of three main steps.
In the first step, it applies an appropriate ICA method to the
signal subspace spanned by
x(n) = [x1 (n), x1 (n − 1), . . . , x1 (n − L + 1),
x2 (n), . . .

. . . , xm (n − L + 1)]T

(4)

giving the de-mixing matrix W. The rows of W can be seen
as m · L different MISO filters of length L [6], whose outputs
def.
c(n) = Wx(n) are independent.
Thanks to the independence, the signals c(n), from here
referred to as (independent) components, should contain contributions of one original source only. Therefore, in the second
step, components originating from the same original source are
grouped together, which is done via clustering them subject to a
similarity measure. After the clustering, reconstruction weights
are determined and applied in the third (reconstruction) step.
The clustering and the choice of the weights are subject to our
novel proposal, which will be discussed in details in the following section.
In the reconstruction step, components of each cluster are
transformed into the responses (3) in the following way: The
signals x(n) are reconstructed using reconstruction weights λ
determined for the kth cluster as

(1)

j=1 τ =0

where x1 (n), . . . , xm (n) are the observed signals on microphones, s1 (n), . . . , sd (n) are the unknown audio signals, and
hij are source-sensor impulse responses of length Mij .
Since most of ICA methods were originally developed to
separate instantaneous mixtures, i.e. when Mij = 0, ∀i, j, they
cannot be directly applied to the convolutive mixtures in (1).
To transform the model to the instantaneous one, two main approaches exist. First, the signals can be transformed into the
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Automatic speech recognition (ASR) aims at conversion of spoken language into a written text. Since the speech is usually
recorded in a noisy environment, the efficiency of transcription
can be deteriorated. Therefore, a preprocessing technique could
be used to restore the speech signal and improve thus the recognition rate. In this paper, we consider the case where the speech
is interfered by other acoustical sources in an ordinary room,
which is recorded by m > 1 microphones. This situation is
commonly known as the cocktail-party problem recently solved
by Blind Source Separation (BSS). Here, we propose an improvement of the audio BSS method from [1], and we apply it
to recover the speech.
The general goal of BSS is to separate d original signals
from their mixtures obtained by the microphones. Doing this,
the desired speech is thus obtained as one of the separated signals. A practical assumption that is used to make the blind separation possible is that the original signals, i.e. the speech and
other interferences, are independent. Then, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [2, 3, 4] can be used as the core method
for BSS.
The convolutive model describing propagation and mixing
of sources in a natural environment is given by

xk (n) = W−1 diag[λk1 , . . . , λk(mL) ] Wx(n).
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(5)
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matrix of cluster centroids, and D is a matrix of Euclidean
distances between the centroids and the data vectors, namely,
Dkj = vk − yj 2 . The algorithm proceeds iteratively by
subsequent updating of the cluster centroids and the partition
matrix U until convergence is achieved.
The RFCM algorithm is designed to allow application of
FCM on data that cannot be represented by vectors y1 , . . . , yK .
Relations between objects to be clustered are described by pairwise dissimilarities in a K × K matrix R. In this case, cluster centroids cannot be explicitly defined nor their distances to
data. RFCM avoids the problem using the fact that the distances of centroids from data can be expressed as a function
of matrices U and R if the distance defined by R is Euclidean.
Since the similarity measure in (7) needs not necessarily satisfy
this assumption, a spreading transform is applied to ensure the
convergence. For more details about RFCM and the spreading
transform see [11].
In our application of RFCM for the clustering of independent components, the similarity matrix S is first transformed
into the dissimilarity matrix R by setting Rij = 1/(a + Sij ),
i = j, Rii = 0, where a is a parameter chosen so that elements
of R take values as uniformly spaced in (0, 1) as possible. Our
practical choice of a was 0.3. The fuzzyfication parameter was
set to a common value f = 2.
For the reconstruction step in the separation algorithm, we
have tried two possible utilizations of the resulting partition matrix U from the clustering:

Then, the response of the kth source on the ith microphone is
obtained as
ski (n) =

L


xk(i−1)L+p (n + p − 1),

(6)

p=1

where xkj (n) denotes the jth element of xk (n).
Eventually, the algorithm applies the simple delay-and-sum
beamformer to the responses ski (n), i = 1, . . . , m, to form the
kth original source estimate.

3. Improvement of the Clustering Step
This section describes our novel improvement of the clustering
step of the above audio BSS algorithm. The goal of this step
is to cluster the components c(n) subject to a similarity measure that reflects their affiliation to the same original source. In
[1, 10], the similarity between the ith and the jth component,
respectively, denoted by ci (n) and cj (n), is defined as
Sij = Ê[Pi cj (n)]2 + Ê[Pj ci (n)]2 ,

(7)

where Pi denotes a projector on the subspace spanned by
ci (n − L + 1), . . . , ci (n + L − 1),

(8)

and Ê denotes the sample mean operator.
In [10], the standard agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) method is used. Since this produces so-called
“hard” partition of c(n), the resulting d × (mL) partition matrix U, whose elements describe affiliations of components to
clusters,
has elements equal either to one or zero with that
d
k=1 Ukj = 1. This means that any independent component
may contribute to one cluster (reconstructed source) only. For
the reconstruction, the weights in (5) are set to λkj =Ukj .
The problem with this approach is that, in practice, there
is still a lot of residual interference between the components
c(n). Therefore, the idea of “fuzzy” reconstruction is applied
in [1] by allowing each component to contribute to each reconstructed source (cluster) with an appropriate weight. The clusters are still determined by AHC, but the weights λkj in (5) take
nonnegative values defined as
α

i∈Kk ,i=j Sji
λkj = 
,
(9)
i∈K
/ k ,i=j Sji

• Indirect use of U by taking hard clustering defined by
assigning each component to the cluster with the highest membership and doing the fuzzy reconstruction using
(9), and
• direct use of U by setting
α

Ukj
λkj =
,
1 − Ukj

where α is an adjustable positive parameter as in (9).
We found that the weights λs determined by both approaches
are suitable for reconstruction in (5) as they give similar results.

4. Experimental Results
Since the source signals are estimated via linear MIMO filtering (2), the separation can be evaluated by means of the Signalto-Interference ratio (SIR). However, this criterion does not reflect real acoustic quality of the separated signals. Therefore, in
our second experiment, we test the overall quality of separated
sources by recognizing them via ASR system.
On the other hand, SIR serves as a suitable criterion for determining affiliation of an independent component to a cluster.
Therefore, we utilize it to define a reference method to compare the quality of partition obtained by different clustering algorithms.
SIR of the kth estimated source on the ith microphone is
defined as

where Kk contains indices of components in the kth cluster, and
α is an adjustable positive parameter that controls “hardness” of
the weighting.
The modification that we propose in this paper consists in
applying the idea of the “fuzzy” assignment already in the clustering algorithm. Therefore, we propose to replace the hard
AHC clustering method used in [1, 10] by a fuzzy clustering algorithm. Specifically, we use the Relational Fuzzy c-Means algorithm (RFCM) [11], which is a version of the standard Fuzzy
c-Means algorithm (FCM) [12].
In brief, the FCM algorithm seeks the optimum fuzzy partition matrix U of data vectors y1 , . . . , yK by minimizing the
objective function
Jf (U, V) =

c 
K


(Ukj )f Dkj ,

(11)

Ê

SIRki =

m L−1
l=1

m L−1

τ =0

k
wil
(τ )skl (n − τ )

2
2

k
wil
(τ )(xl (n − τ ) − skl (n − τ ))
(12)
k
where wil
, l = 1, . . . , m, are the separating filters of the length
L estimated by the algorithm. Note that the evaluation of this
criterion requires knowledge of the responses (3) of the original

Ê

(10)

k=1 j=1

where the exponent f is the “fuzzyfication” parameter greater
than one, c is the number of clusters, V = [v1 . . . vc ] is a
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l=1

τ =0

cessor and 1GB RAM. The results are shown in Table 2. As
can be seen, RFCM is more than twice faster than AHC. Moreover, the burden of AHC grows with the number of clustered
components (the algorithm needs to determine more levels of
hierarchy), whereas the number of iterations needed by RFCM
to converge is approximately the same for all filter lengths.

AHC [s]
RFCM [s]

L=20
14.96
6.45

L=25
17.70
6.60

L=30
19.00
6.52

Table 2: Time necessary for algorithms to complete all 168 clustering tasks
Figure 1: Conditions of our experiment.
4.2. Blind Speech Separation and ASR
sources on microphones. We obtain the responses by separate
recordings of each source while the other sources are silent.

We have conducted a large series of experiments that should
prove the ability of the proposed BSS algorithm to separate
speech from interfering noise. Speech signals employed in our
experiment were taken from the European database of recorded
broadcast news (BN) that was collected within COST278 action
in 2003 [13] and later also in 2005. The database contains complete records of TV news in 10 European languages. We used
its Czech part in order to be able to perform speech recognition
by means of our Czech LVCSR system [14]. The test set included 653 utterances taken from 9 Czech BN shows. They represented a large variety of spoken data, from clear studio speech
of professional speakers to spontaneous utterances recorded in
very noisy conditions. The total number of words in the test set
was 10,322. When transcribed by our ASR system, the overall
recognition rate for this set was 81.02%.
Two types of interference were simulated: 1) a test utterance mixed with a Gaussian noise and 2) a test utterance mixed
with another utterance (from the same data set). Each mixture
obeys the convolutive mixing model (1) where two microphones
are considered (m = 2). The convolving filters were randomly
generated for each mixture so that hij (τ ) has the Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance τ −2 . The length of the
filters was 2000 taps, which corresponds to 125ms of reverberation time in 16kHz sampling. Each mixture was separated by a
filter of length L = 20 that was estimated by the BSS algorithm
using only segment of 6000 samples where both the speech and
the interfering signal were active.
The mixed utterances as well as the separated ones were
submitted to the recognizer and the recognition performance
was evaluated in terms of accuracy defined as

4.1. Comparison of clustering techniques
The goal of this experiment is to evaluate performance of the
RFCM clustering approach proposed in this paper and to compare it with the agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC)
previously used in [1, 10].
For the performance evaluation, we introduce a reference
hard clustering that is decided based on known SIR of each independent component. Specifically, SIR of each independent
component is evaluated, and the component is assigned to the
source (cluster) with the highest SIR.
The experiment was performed on data that were obtained by playing two audio sources over two loudspeakers and
recorded by two microphones in a room described by Figure 1.
There were eight various distances between the microphones
and six combinations of the following audio sources: two man
voices, two woman voices, a typewriter sound, and a gaussian
noise. As a whole, it gives 4 · 7 · 6 = 168 different separation scenarios. For the separating filter length L, there are 2L
independent components, which means 168· 2L assignment decisions.
Assuming that the reference clustering described above
gives correct decisions, we compare them with the decisions
obtained by the AHC method. To allow the comparison with
the results of RFCM, the fuzzy clustering is reduced into a hard
clustering by use of maximum-membership decision. Table 1
shows number of incorrect decisions obtained by the methods
for various separating filter length L. The RFCM achieves
lesser number of incorrect component assignments compared
to AHC for all three filter lengths.

AHC
RFCM
Total decisions

L=20
1266
1230
6720

L=25
1529
1488
8400

100 · (C − D − I − S)/C,
which is computed via comparison of a reference text with the
recognized one. Here, C is the number of words in the reference
text, D is the number of deletions, I is the number of insertions,
and S denotes the number of substitutions.
In two series of experiments we simulated different mixing
conditions (with regards to SNR). In the first one, we added
Gaussian noise of varying power to each test utterance, in the
second one, interfering speech with varying gain was added. In
each experiment, an average SNR value was calculated and a
recognition accuracy value was obtained from the ASR system.
After that, we used the proposed BSS method to separate the
utterances back. They were sent to the ASR system again to
evaluate the accuracy achieved for the enhanced signals. The
level of enhancement received for selected SNR values can be

L=30
2088
1961
10080

Table 1: Number of incorrect assignments of AHC and RFCM
computed subject to the reference clustering.
In this experiment, the computational burden of RFCM and
AHC algorithms was measured in terms of the time necessary
for performing all of the 168 clustering tasks. Experiment was
performed in Matlab 7.2 on a PC with single core 2,6GHz pro-
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